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In last weeks Company guidance we began to 

outline the potential formation of the Middle 

Eastern Union, and Israel responded by resuming 

the sale of electricity to Gaza. This is a significant 

first step towards achieving the goal of a unified 

vision for the Middle East. This is a monumental 

achievement for the Company, and all that helped should be congratulated. However, that is just the first step, 

and much work has yet to be done. Its seems the people of Israel and Palestine express a shared desire on the 

West Bank wall solar initiative. This allows Israel to shape new trade dialogue, and adjust its perception in the 

Middle East. As we move forward, the formation of the Middle Eastern Union becomes more relevant in the 

current context of Iran. Due to longstanding regional grievances Iran has been reluctant to set forth a 

diversified vision that contributes to the overall unified vision of the region. There has been less demand for 

hydrocarbons, reducing Iran's leverage in Strait of Hormuz, and if protests continue Iran is expected to 

resume its nuclear program. The Middle Eastern Union would provide strength through the convergence of 

the respective economies to counter economic instability due to any Western value appetite for conflict 

provoking Iran. Against this backdrop, it is appropriate for United Nations Secretary General Guterres to 

not only hold a meeting on the Iranian protests, but to suggest a superior course of action through the Israeli 

U.N. delegation proposing the formation of the Middle Eastern Union to redirect temporary 1979 regional 

value divisions with viable long term diplomatic solutions. Israel displaying this type of leadership and new 

found understanding in parallel with the West Bank solar 

initiative will display the commitment to the peace 

process the international community has been searching 

for. This will give Israel a sterling opportunity in the 

formation of the Middle Eastern Union. 

1

1. The CaspianReport 
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The strategy of the Middle Eastern Union allows 

Israel to reduce broad sweeping regional disputes 

into manageable Azerbaijani - Armenian grievances. 

The reapplication of the Quantum - Trump border 

wall to the West bank gives Israel new trade, the 

foundation for revised diplomatic negotiation, and a 

basis to properly address the U.N. delegation resolving the current Iranian dispute. Moving on, when 

beginning to conceptualize the economic framework of the Middle Eastern Union it is also useful keep in 

mind that Trukey controls many natural resources including water for a majority of the region. Through 

the West Bank solar initiative Israel will have fulfilled a necessary precondition to negotiations with 

Turkey about strategic water opportunities that allow for a more swift consolidation, and formation of the 

Middle Eastern Union. This type of understanding will create the conditions necessary to attract potential 

Middle Eastern Union Member States. For example, if the Middle Eastern Union existed it would be able 

to counter strategic value division relying upon a qualified majority of Middle Eastern Union Member 

States to offset any type of unforeseen short term trade imbalance wishing to exploit regional division. 

This approach would create the type of long term diplomatic reciprocity necessary as the region 

transitions into a contiguous developed market economy. Overtime working together to thwart regional 

economic disruption will create the basis for a unified Middle Eastern Union Military consolidating 

regional power, and rogue militant factions through the diplomacy of a Majority of Middle Eastern 

Union Member States. This insight is critical to keep in mind when beginning to formulate a unified 

vision for the Middle East. A competitive Qatar World Cup 2022 vision 

contributed to the Saudi Vision 2030, and from that competition a unified 

vision in the form of the Middle Eastern Union has begun to take shape. 

The evolution of the economic construct remains hidden in perpetual 

motion, and through diplomatic self awareness we become able to 
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 unlock its true potential. True to our 

word the Company has taken the next step 

in creating the conditions necessary to 

advance the Middle East peace process, 

and has been successful. Palestine should 

feel confident in taking the next step in 

advancing the West Bank solar

initiative knowing that the sterling opportunity Israel has to reshape its perception in the region is not 

infinite. The time sensitive conditions of the West Bank solar initiative are real, the stakes for the region 

are high, and in this context Israel has ability to demonstrate its diplomatic ability in relation to the current 

situation in Iran. In chapter 1., Article 1., subsection 1. Charter of the United Nations it states that, "The 

Purposes for the United Nations Are: To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to 

take effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the 

suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and 

in conformity with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of international 

disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace." The dialogue around the inception of the 

Middle Eastern Union is most appropriate in the instance of current Iranian turmoil in parallel with U.N. 

Resolution 181(II) drawing to a successful conclusion. The Company, as a model U.N., brings these viable 

solutions to the legitimate delegation of the U.N. with 

the hope that the propositions inspire the next round 

of negotiations helping to mitigate long standing

diplomatic impasse in the Middle Eastern region. 

The Company welcomes further debate around the 

Middle Eastern Union, and looks forward to 

contributing toward new positive dialogue.
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